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Plaintiff


Defendant

CORAM: Mildren J

REASONS FOR RULING
(Delivered 16 September 1992)

On 13 August 1992  I  ruled  on the  admissibility  of a record  of interview conducted between Detective Nouvelle Denise Reed  -  at  which Constable Martin William Briggs was  present
-  and the  accused,		Alexander Ninnal,	which occurred at	the Berrimah		Police	Complex		on	13		September	1991,		and		it	was recorded		by means of	tape recorders  as  well  as  by means  of a	video	tape.	I		ruled	then		that	that		record	of	interview was  inadmissible			because	it			had		not		been	proven	on the balance of probabilities by the Crown that the record of interview was voluntary; and I also said that if I were
wrong	on	the	question	of	voluntariness	I
exercise	of	my	discretion,	have	excluded interview  on the  ground  of  unfairness  to the
 would, in the the record of accused.

At the time of my  ruling  I  gave  a  very  brief  reasons  as  to some of the matters which influenced me in reaching my conclusions,  and  I  stated  that  I  would   give  more   detailed and  fuller  reasons  for  my  conclusions  at  a   later   time.   I now do so.

The indictment  against  the  accused  alleged  that  on  9 September 1991 at Darwin the accused unlawfully assaulted Talitha Bangarr with intent to have carnal knowledge




contrary to s192( 1) of the Criminal Code. It was further alleged that there were two circumstances of aggravation, namely that the said Talitha Bangarr was then under the age of sixteen years and the accused was an adult (s192(2)); and that the accused thereby had carnal knowledge of the said Talitha Bangarr (s192(4) of the Criminal Code).

The maximum penalty for the offence set out in s192(1) is seven years imprisonment, but, if the circumstance of aggravation that the accused thereby had carnal knowledge of Talitha Bangarr is proven, the accused is liable to a maximum penalty of imprisonment for life. During the voir dire hearing I heard evidence from Constable Briggs, Detective Reed and Detective Sergeant Frew. These witnesses were called by the Crown. I should say that I found each of these witnesses to be truthful, reliable and honest. The accused did not give evidence and no evidence was called on behalf of the accused during the voir dire.

The evidence of Detective Sergeant Frew was that he first met the accused on 7 February 1990 in relation to two other alleged offences. In relation to one of those offences he gave evidence that he had cautioned the accused in relation to his participation in an identity parade which was performed  in relation  to one of those matters, that the
accused in fact participated in the identity parade and was
i
subsequently identified as a result. Following that he said that he was present when a formal record of interview with the accused was conducted in relation to one of those matters. A transcript of that record of interview, which was video taped and sound recorded, was tendered in the voir dire as Exhibit PlO. Immediately after that record of interview was concluded, Detective Sergeant Frew said that he questioned the accused in the presence of Constable Darren Edwards in relation to the other matter in respect of which the accused had consented to participation in the identity  parade.  A transcript  of the caution given in
relation to the identity parade was tendered and marked as Exhibit Pl2 on the voir dire; and a transcript of the second record of interview, which was apparently also video taped and sound recorded, was tendered and marked  as Exhibit Pll on the voir dire.

Detective Sergeant Frew said that the accused said that he spoke three languages, two Aboriginal and English. He said that English was the language which he used at the catholic school at Port Keats, and it was the main basic language that he used at that time. Detective Sergeant  Frew said that he appeared to understand everything  he said to him and that the only restriction that he put on himself was that he did not "use any sort of big words, just basic English."

Present throughout both records of interview, and the conversation which Detective Sergeant Frew had with the accused in relation to the caution given to him concerning the identity parade, was a Mr Alfonso Berida, who was present in the capacity of the accused's friend.

None of the tape recordings, nor the video recordings, in relation to the 1990 interviews were tendered.

In relation to each of the Exhibits PlO, Pll and P12 - having examined them - there is nothing to indicate, on the face of them, that there was any conversation at any time between the accused and his friend in Aboriginal language. In particular, I note that there is nothing to indicate on the face of those documents that the prisoner's friend acted as an interpreter.

so far as the caution is concerned, in relation to the participation in the identity parade, that caution did not comply with Rule 3 of the Anunga Rules (R v Anunga {1976)
11 ALR 412) which is in the following terms:
"Great care should be taken in administering the caution when it is appropriate to do so. It is simply not adequate to administer it in the usual terms and say, 'Do you understand that?' or 'Do you understand you do not have to answer questions?' Interrogating police officers, having explained the caution  in simple terms, should ask the Aboriginal to tell them what is meant by the caution, phrase by phrase, and should not proceed with the interrogation until it is clear the Aboriginal has apparent understanding of his right to remain silent. Most experienced police officers in the Territory already do this. The problem of the caution is a difficult  one but the presence of a 'prisoner's friend' or interpreter and adequate and simple questioning about the caution should go a long way towards solving it."

The accused in this case appears to me to be a full blooded Aboriginal	and	judging from  the taped recorded			record of · interview  with Detective Reed on 13			September	1991,		it is my	opinion		that		his		understanding		of		English			is	not as fluent	as	the		average	white		man	of	English		decent.	He nevertheless has a reasonable comprehension of the language so		long	as		it			is	kept	at	a	relatively	simple level. According to the information elicited from him he is now thirty-eight years of age, having been born 9 November 1953 at Port Keats. He attended the Catholic school  at Port Keats, apparently for about ten years. He admitted to being able to read English "a bit." Precisely how effective the education he received was I do not know. He was unable to
remember what grade he went to and it appears that he lef1 school at about the age of sixteen. It appears also that he
has some sort of a hearing problem.

In the records	of Frew was present or
 
interview	at which	Detective	Sergeant which he conducted himself in 1990, the
police	did	attempt
 to	comply	with	Rule	3.
 I	note,
 for
example,
 in Exhibit PlO,
 in response to the
 question
 "Do
you have to answer my "Yeah."	After	that,
 questions, Detective
 Alex?", Ninnal responded, Edwards	spoke	to	the
prisoner's friend and said to him, "Do you understand what I've  just told  Alex,  that he does not have to	answer my
questions that I ask him if he doesn't want to, he doesn't have to, do you understand that?" In response to that the friend said, "Yes"; and the next question is directed to Ninnal and it is as follows:
"Edwards: Ninnal: Edwards: Ninnal:
 Do you have to answer my questions? No.
Only if you want to. Only if I want to."

There is nothing in the transcript to indicate that the information directed by Edwards to the prisoner's friend was interpreted, but it would seem not unlikely that it was.

In the record of interview (Exhibit Pll) on 7 February 1990 at which the same prisoner's friend was present, the accused had the caution put to him in simple language by Detective Sergeant Frew who, in accordance with Rule 3 of the Anunga Rules, got Mr Ninnal to repeat back to him, without leading him in any way, what the effect of the caution was.

In all these records of interview most of the answers given by the accused were monosyllabic short answers of no more than two or three words.

(	It is against this background that the Crown submitted that I should find on the balance of probabilities that Ninnal understood the caution which was administered to him by Detective Reed on 13 September 1991 and that he chose to speak in the free exercise of his choice to speak or to remain silent.

On the other hand, Mr Somerville, for the accused,
submitted	that		although	the voluntarily		in	1990	and		may
 accused	may	have	spoken have	then	understood	the
caution, the circumstances of the interview in September of 1991 were	very	different	and that having	regard	to the
video tape of that record of interview (Exhibit P4) it was apparent that the accused did not understand his right of silence, and that therefore the Crown was not able to prove that the confession he made on that occasion was voluntary.

Before coming to the video taped record of interview of 13 September 1991 it is necessary to refer briefly to three other discussions which the accused had with the police.  The first of these discussions was held at about 8.55 pm on
12 September 1991 at Belyuen. Detective Sergeant Frew and Detective Hambleton had travelled to Belyuen acting on information that the accused, who by this time  was suspected by the police of having been the perpetrator of a serious rape which they were investigating, was likely tL  be found there. On arrival at Belyuen, the police went to the home of one Johnnie Singh. There a conversation  ensued
between the police and the to	the	admissibility	of
 accused. No challenge was made this	conversation	which	was
recorded later in the form of notes which were signed by police officers when they returned to Darwin about an hour and one half later.

Frew initially spoke to someone and said, "Hi.  We're looking for a Johnnie Singh." At this stage the accused said, "Hello. You remember me, Alex?" Thereafter there was the following conversation:
"FREW: SINGH: FREW:

NINNAL: FREW:
NINNAL: FREW:



NINNAL: FREW: NINNAL:
 Hello, Alex, where's Johnnie Singh? That's me.
Well, Johnnie. We want to see Alex here actually. Alex, do you remember me? I am a detective and this man's a detective also.
Yes. You're a sergeant.
I want to talk about a young girl who got hurt at Darwin Hospital on Sunday.
Yes. I raped her.
As I am a policeman, I have to tell you, you don't have to tell me anything about this story unless you want to. If you tell me anything I have to tell the court. Do you understand that?
Yes. I know that.
Do you want to tell me the story? Yes.
FREW: NINNAL:
 Why do	you	want to tell me this?
Every time I have a  drink,  I  do  something silly.  When  I  am  sober  I  am  alright.  You know about this. I want to tell you."

It	is	unnecessary		to	repeat	the rest of the conversation, except   to   observe  that   the police  arrested	the accused and also   ascertained	from		the		accused		that	he  did  not  want	a prisoner's   friend   from Belyuen  to	accompany		him to		Darwin, but		said	that	he would	think	about	whether	he	wanted	a friend on the way into Darwin.

Naturally, the crown placed a  great  reliance  upon  the caution administered to the accused by Detective Sergeant Frew which the accused apparently understood. The  Crown also emphasised that  the accused  had decided  that  he wanted to  tell  his story  to  the  police:   in  particular,   he wanted  to get across the problems that  alcohol  have  as  it  affected him and his community.

After		arrival		at		Berrimah			Police	Headquarters,		Detective Reed		said	that		she  met up with  Hambleton	and	Frew	in	the watch house.		Hambleton  and		Frew had  arranged	for	Ninnal to be	tested		on		a			breath		analysis		machine	in	order		to ascertain   whether	or	not	he   was  fit			to	be  interviewed	due to the presence of alcohol in his blood.  Whilst  waiting  for the breath analysis  to  take  place,  Reed  said  that  she  sat with the accused  on  a  bench  seat  outside  of  the  watch  house and had a conversation with him. No notes were made of this conversation, which was not recorded in  any  other  way and Reed was unable to  recall  the  whole  of  the  conversation, although she was  able  to  remember  the  drift  of  it.  As  a result  of  that  conversation  Reed  formed  the   view   that   he was sufficiently capable in the English language to be interviewed  without  the  need  for  an  interpreter  to  be present.  Also,   Reed   said   that   she  satisfied   herself   that the  accused  was  familiar  with  police  procedures   and  that she had also looked into his criminal history, which




indicated to her that the accused had been interviewed	by the	police	before	on	numerous	occasions.	The	accused's
criminal history	was tendered,		and		indeed supports	the	conclusion	that	the	accused
 this generally had	a	lot	of
dealings with the police over minor offences. The criminal reveal whether or not he had interview	previously,	and, conversation	at which	Frew
 a number of years, mostly for history did not, of course, been subjected to records of apart from the records of and Edwards were present in
1990, there is no direct evidence that he had ever previously been formally interviewed. Nevertheless it is a reasonable inference, and I am prepared to draw the inference, that it is likely that on the balance of probabilities the accused had been interviewed by police previously on a number of occasions.

After the breath analysis was had	a	conversation	with
 completed, Constable the	accused.	Again
 Briggs
this
conversation was recorded only in the form of notes made shortly after the conversation was concluded, and signed by Briggs and Reed. The conversation is short and was as follows:
"BRIGGS:
NINNAL:
 Hello, Alex, is detective Hello.
 I•m detective Briggs and this Reed.
BRIGGS:
NINNAL: BRIGGS:


NINNAL: BRIGGS:



NINNAL: BRIGGS:
NINNAL: BRIGGS: NINNAL: BRIGGS:
 Alex,	I	understand	that Sergeant	Frew has already spoken to you about this business.
Little bit.
Oh, a little bit, well Alex, he would have explained to you that you don't have to talk to us, unless you want to, did he explain that to you?
Yeah, I know him, from before.
Yes, he told me that as well. Alex, this detective and I would like to speak to you about this matter on tape, that means on video as well. Will you do that, I mean, talk to us on tape?
Hmnun.
How do you feel at the moment, do you want to speak to us?
Little bit tired.
Would you prefer to have a sleep first? Little bit tired.
Okay, Alex, we take you for a sleep and

NINNAL:
 maybe speak to you tomorrow. Okay."

The following morning, shortly after 6.00 am there was the following conversation between Briggs and the accused at which detective Reed was present. Again, this conversation was only recorded in the form of notes made by the two police officers shortly thereafter and signed by them. This




document was tendered as Exhibit
follows:
P2
and
is
reproduced as
"BRIGGS/REED



NINNAL
13/9





0605

I/S H/S I/S H/S I/S
H/S I/S

H/S I/S
 

Hello Alex, how do you feel this morning. Okay.
Are you tired anymore. No I'm alright.
Did you get much sleep, it can get noisy in those cells.
No okay.
Well Alex, this detective and myself would  like to speak to you about this business on that tape recorder.
Ahem.
What happens, is that we take you to an interview room, and that room has a tape recorder and a video camera in it, and whatever we say is recorded on that recorder and video tape. Do you understand that.
H/S	Yes.
I/S	Are you prepared to do that with us.
H/S Yes, sometimes we don't understand  what  the police say in the interview, maybe we little bit frightened. I've been with the police longtime.
I/S Well you don't have to be frightened, because everything we say and everything you say is recorded on that camera.
H/S I know, before video, statement, people used to force you, in the old cells.
I/S	Well we're not going to force you to do anything H/S	Okay.
H/S Also Alex after this interview in which you tell your story, we'd like you to stand in line for an identification parade.
I/S No I don't want to, I'11 tell my story  on tape  and the judge can hear that, and you been got those witness statements.
H/S Okay fair enough, but will you take part in a re enactment.
I/S What's that.
H/S	That's where you take us back to the hospital and
show us what you did, that's also on video.
I/S	Maybe, I don't know.
H/S	It's up to you, we can't force you. I/S	Who'll be there.
H/S	Just this detective and myself, you and the video camera man.
I/S	Okay.
H/S	Also Alex, I'd like you to give us a sample of blood.
I/S	What for.
H/S So we can find out where that blood came from on your Jocks, whether it's yours or that little girls.
I/S	Okay.
H/s	Okay Alex can you sign this form, it I s for the hospital, so they'll give it to us.
I/S	Okay.
H/S	Okay Alex, I'll be back in a few minutes and then take you to the interview room.
I/S	Ahem."

Now, it is to be noted that in that conversation there was no formal caution. The Crown also submitted that it was plain that the accused, through his previous experiences, was aware of his rights because he refused to participate  in an identification parade and had initially  indicated that he may not participate in a video re-enactment, and also enquired as to why the police wanted blood.

I certainly accept that it must have appeared to the police at that time that the accused was aware of his right to remain silent and that the accused wished to participate in a record of interview which was to be recorded on video.

The next thing that occurred is that at 6.37 pm on 13 September, the accused was formally interviewed in an interview room at the Berrimah Police Complex. That interview, as I have said before, was recorded by  video tape as well as by audio tapes.

The interview started by identifying the names of the persons present, namely Reed, Briggs and the accused and by the police telling the accused that the interview was to be recorded on video and audio tape and that he would be




provided	with  a copy  of	the		audio  tapes  at	the end of the interview.				Thereafter	the  police			reminded		the		accused	that on the previous	evening		he had	been	located	by	police	at Belyuen,	that	he had been taken		back		to	Darwin,	placed	in the	watch		house,		administered	a   breath  analysis  test,	then spoken	to			by police where	he indicated that he wanted  to have a sleep, and then he was placed in a  cell  to  have  a sleep. There were then some  general  enquiries about  whether  he was tired, whether he had any injuries,  confirmation  of the fact that he had had a glass of water  and some  tablets as well as a cup of coffee, and that he did not want any cigarettes. He was  asked  how  he  felt  andhe said,  "Bit sick." He was then asked, "Do you feel okay to talk  to me now?",  to  which he said,  "Yeah."  He  had  been provided  with a blanket.  The  police  enquired  again  as  to  whether  he wanted to have a friend  present.  He  indicated  that  he did not. He was asked what  his  reason  was for  not wanting  one and he said,  "It's  alright."  His  attention  was  then directed  back  to  the  time  when  the   police  first  spoke  to him at Belyuen on the previous evening and detective  Reed said:
"REED:


NINNAL:
REED:


NINNAL:
REED:


NINNAL:
 What  I'm  gonna  do  now  is  the  detective,  this is Martin, he's  going  to  read  to  you  the notes that  Sgt  Frew  -  you  know  Sgt  Frew, don't you?
Yeah.
The Sgt	-	the		conversation		the sergeant	had with  you last  night,		alright,	and then he's gonna	-		you	-		once	he's	read		it	to	you - ah - are you willing to sign it?
Mmmrn (shook his	head).
Okay.	He's	just	gonna		read	it	to	you now. You	-		make		sure		that	you  listen.		If	you don't   agree with  them,		you've gotta say so, okay?
Mrnrnm. It

Thereafter	Detective	Briggs	read	the	notes	that	Detective Sergeant  Frew  had made of	the		conversation to the accused.
At the completion of the read-back of the notes, Reed said:
"REED: NINNAL: REED:

NINNAL: REED:
NINNAL:
 Alright, okay. You happy to sign those? Mmmm.
Alright. You can use my favourite pen. Just down the bottom there. You can write, can't you Alex?
Mmmm.
Alright	and	just	down	there.	You're	happy about that aren't ya?
Mmmrn."

It is to be observed that at no time up to this stage had the accused been formally cautioned since the recorded interview had begun. Furthermore, no caution had been administered to the accused along the lines that he did not have to sign the notes if he did not wish to; nor had the accused been told that if he did sign the notes, the notes could be used in evidence against him.

I consider that it was essential for the police to have administered a proper caution to the accused before the read-back of Detective Sergeant Frew's  notes took place. The accused was being asked if he agreed that the notes accurately reflected what he had said to the police. That conversation contained damaging admissions. The fact that the accused admitted that the conversation as recorded in the notes took place and that the notes accurately  reflected that conversation was in substance a further admission of his guilt. At this stage, the accused was ii')
custody.  No caution had been administered  to him that day;
the only
 caution so
 far having been administered in respect
of this matter	was the caution	administered	by Frew the
evening	before.		As the accused declined		to	challenge	the
 by his counsel admissibility
 expressly of	that
conversation, prima facie the accused understood that caution and in the free exercise of his choice to speak or remain silent, chose to speak. But this does not remove the need for a further caution to be administered the following day: cf Anderson (1991) 57 A Crim R 143. True it is that Briggs had reminded the accused of his right of silence
when he spoke to him on the evening after his arrest, but that was not a complete caution in accordance with Rule 5
of the Judges• as	to	whether
 Rules, the he	still
 accused's response was equivocal understood	the	caution,	and	no
attempt was made to comply with Rule 3 of the Anunga Rules. I do not consider that that 'caution' carried  the matter any further.

Further, the way the subject of the notes was explained to the accused may well have left him with the impression that he had to participate in the process of acknowledgment whether he wanted to or not. One of the things said to the accused by Detective Reed was that if he did not agree with the notes, "You've got to say so." In the absence of any caution and any indication by the accused that he wished to speak in the free exercise of his choice to speak or remain silent, it would not have been unreasonable for him to have believed, as a result of this advice, that he had no choice in the matter.

I do not consider that I can infer that the accused appreciated that, by being asked to confirm the notes, he was in effect making fresh admissions which could be used against him at his trial. Moreover, the attempt to get the accused to adopt that conversation was in any event less than satisfactory for three reasons:
	He was on occasions asked, in effect, to confirm more than one part of the conversation at the same time, yet the answer given clearly did not do so. For example:

"BRIGGS: And then that Sergeant says to you, •Hello, Alex. Where's Johnny Singh?, and Johnny Sing, he says, 'That's me,' and then that Sergeant says,'Well, Johnny, we want to see Alex here actually. Alex, do you remember me? I'm a detective and this man's a detective also,' and when he said that he - he pointed at that other detective he was with. Do you remember him saying that?
NINNAL:	Yeah. II
	) Every answer the accused  gave was in response  to the question along the lines,  "Do  you  remember saying that" or "Do you remember him  saying  that?" and each answer was either, "Yeah" or "Mmmm."


	No attempt was made at any stage to get the accused to say in his own words what the conversation was that he had had with Frew. Nor was he given any opportunity at the end of the read-back to say whether or not he agreed that the notes were accurate, or whether or not there was anything else said not recorded  in the notes.


Also, as I have mentioned before, he was not told that he did not have to sign the notes and that if he did so, the notes could be used in evidence against him.

The purpose of putting the notes of the conversation to the accused	and	getting	him	to		adopt		them		was	a	perfectly proper one; it was to give the accused an opportunity to confirm or deny the accuracy of the notes as reflecting the whole of the conversation which took place.  If the notes had been acknowledged as accurate, it was unlikely that any objection would later be taken as to their accuracy; and by being corroborated	by the accused	himself,			no warning to the jury would	be necessary	in terms of				McKinney	v	The,,. Queen		(1990-91)  171 CLR 468. By signing		the notes, the; became admissible as a document and would be left with the jury in the jury room when they considered  their verdict. It was therefore essential that the accused was cautioned properly.	It  was  for this reason	that	I			ruled	that the notes were not proven  to have been  voluntarily signed		by him and therefore were inadmissible as a document, although they	could still be used by the police to refresh their memories as to the conversation, if necessary.
It was submitted that I could cure the problems that the Crown had with the read-back of the notes by editing them from the record of interview. The basis of this suggestion was that, if I were of the view that the rest of the record was voluntary , I could avoid any unfairness to the accused by this process.

There are considerable difficulties with this  approach. Once damaging admissions are made in circumstances  where the accused may have thought he was required to make those admissions, and where no caution had been administered, it is difficult to see how any person, let alone a relatively unsophisticated Aboriginal, could be anything other than completely mystified by a later caution telling him he does not have to answer any questions if he does not want to. If that is the situation, he may well ask himself why has he already  been questioned  at great length about what he said
to  Detective Sergeant Frew? As Forster  CJ observed  in R  v
Anunga, supra, at 414:
"Another matter which needs to be understood is that most Aboriginal people are basically courteous and polite and will answer questions by white people in  the way in which they think the questioner wants. Even if they are not courteous and polite there is the same reaction when they are dealing with an  authority figure such as a policeman. Indeed, their action is probably a combination of natural politeness and their attitude to someone in authority. Some Aboriginal people find the standard caution quite bewildering, even if they understand that they do not have to  answer questions, because, if they do not have to answer questions, then why are the questions being asked?"

In any event, I am not satisfied that the accused did later speak to the police in the exercise of his free choice to speak or remain silent.

At the end of the adoption of the notes, Detective Reed  then asked some questions of the accused as to his antecedents. After that had taken place the accused was formally cautioned. However, the accused gave monosyllabic
answers	indicating	that		he understood	the	caution.		After the		caution	had been	completed,	Reed  asked  the	accused	if he	could		tell		her what	she		had	just		said.	The accused	at that  time  indicated  that  he either  did not understand		what he	was   being asked  to		do or		had not	understood	the	nature of   the   caution  that  had been   administered to  him.	This was also apparent	to	Detective	Reed who then went through the procedure of explaining, or attempting to explain,  to  the accused the fact that whatever  was being  said  was going  to be recorded and that the tape and the video would later be used as evidence against him. Having gone  through  that procedure  Reed  then  asked  the  accused  if  he  could  explain to her what she had just said. The accused said, "Bit lost there. 11 At that point Reed attempted to again explain the procedure. At each stage of the explanation, the accused indicated - by saying, "Yeah" or "Mmmm"  in  response  to  a question,  "Do  you  understand  that?"   -   that  he  understood the caution  and  the  nature  of  the  process  that  was going on.  Following  this  further  explanation,  Reed   then   said  to the accused:
"REED: NINNAL REED: NINNAL: REED:


NINNAL: REED:

NINNAL: REED: NINNAL: REED:


NINNAL: REED:
NINNAL:
 So   can	you	tell   me,when   you   and	me   talk Yeah.
...	is	it	gonna be recorded anywhere? Yeah.
Whereabouts? [At this point there was a long pause J  On  there,   on  the   tape   recorder, right? And  is  it  gonna  be  recorded  on  the video?
Yeah.
Okay,	and	what	happens	to	the	tape	when· we•ve finished? Does anyone listen to it?
Yeah.
Who listens to it? Judge.
The Judge, so do you have to  talk  to  us? Do you want to - you - you - you know - you understand that  youdon't  have  to  talk  to  us if youdon't want to?
No.
Alright.	Do you	want	to	talk	to	us? [There was again a long pause).
[No response)."
At this point Reed obviously formed the view that the accused was reluctant to speak to her, perhaps because of the fact that she had some notes that were written down on a piece of paper in the interview room and she explained to the accused that these notes were just for the purposes of refreshing her memory so that she made sure that she asked him all of the questions that needed to be asked. Having made that explanation, she said:
"REED:	You quite happy to talk to me? Yes or no? NINNAL:	Yes.
REED:	Yes?
NINNAL:	I think. REED:	 Yep, alright.11

Now, it was apparent to Briggs, and also to me when I viewed the tape, that at this stage it was far from clear that Ninnal understood his right of silence and it was far from clear that Ninnal had indicated, even if he did understand his right of silence, in any unequivocal fashion that he wished to participate further in a record of interview. At this point Briggs said:
"BRIGGS: Alex, you know that this story that you're - you're going to tell us, you don't have to tell us this story if you don't want to, do you?
NINNAL: BRIGGS:
 No.
Have	you	-	do	you	want	to	tell	us this story?"

There was no response by the accused to this question. Reed then said:
"REED:


NINNAL: BRIGGS:

NINNAL: BRIGGS:
 Just - all you have to do is just tell us your story and that's it and if you don't want to tell us - us your story, then you don't have to. Okay.
Right.
We - we can't force you to tell us your story about Sunday. You understand that, don't you, that we can't make you tell us.
No.
So do you want to tell us about what happened?"
At this point the accused shook his head indicating "no"  and said something that sounded like, " Nah.11 He then  clearly said, "Very hard to say."

There was some 11Ah.11 When the projector and
 dispute as to whether he said, "Nah" or video tape was played in court, using a  the sound equipment available in the
courtroom,	on each	occasion	that this particular	passage
was played it sounded to me very much like he said, "Nah. n Later, when I viewed the video tape again, on different and less sophisticated  equipment,  it sounded more like, "Ah.11  Be that as it may, the shake of the head was unmistakable and clearly indicated to me that his answer was either in the negative or that he had not made up his mind. In an:r event, there was no clear indication at this point that he did wish to talk to the police. However, Detective Reed
interpreted differently
"REED: NINNAL: REED:
NINNAL: REED:
 the	comment,	"Very	hard	to	say"	somewhat and replied in a very leading way:
Very hard to say, is it, what you did?
Mmmm.
Alright.	Why	is that,  you - a	bit hard to tell us what you did?
Mmmm.
Why is that, can you tell us why?
NINNAL: REED:
NINNAL: REED:

NINNAL: REED: NINNAL: BRIGGS:

REED: NINNAL: REED:

NINNAL: REED:


NINNAL: REED:
 Bit hard to remember a little bit.
Aw, is that what you're - you're a bit hard to remember what you did?
Yeah.
But	you're	happy	to	talk	about	what	you remember?
Bit, not much.
You don't remember much.
Mmmm
But the	little	bits that you do remember, you're willing to tell us about, are you?
Yeah? Are you willing to tell us? Little bit.
Alright. So you're - you're happy now that you understand what's going to happen?
Yeah.
You understand that this is the tape? Have you got a tape recorder at home? What about Johnnie, has he got a tape recorder, so you understand what happens?
(No response).
When there - when you play it in court the Judge will listen to what you have to say,

NINNAL: REED: BRIGGS: REED: NINNAL: REED:

NINNAL: REED: NINNAL:
 okay?
Right.
Anything else? No.
And you understand everything so far? Yeah, yes.
Alright. And I want you to understand you're presently in police custody, you're not free to leave?
Right.
Right, you know that, don't you? (No response).
 




that and
REED:
 Okay.	What	can	you	tell	me
 about	what

NINNAL:
 happened	at	the	hospital September.
Happened Saturday."
 on	Sunday	8

The passages above which are underlined and which are questions by the police officers are clearly leading. The answers of the accused which I have underlined are not clearly and unambiguously to be interpreted as meaning what the police understood them to mean. For example, "very hard to say" could mean either that the accused was unsure of whether he wanted to tell the police what happened or it could mean that he was having difficulty remembering, or it could indicate that he was embarrassed about being asked to give his story. The answer, "Bit, not much" could also mean that he was not entirely happy to talk about what happened or it could mean he did not remember much. It was perfectly proper for the police to attempt to elucidate what the accused meant by these sort of answers,  but the value of the answers is lost because of the leading nature of the
questions that followed.

Having viewed on several occasions this portion of the tape I am far from satisfied, on the balance of probabilities, that the accused understood his right of silence, or that he had made up his mind to voluntarily confess in the free exercise of his choice to speak or to remain silent.

In view of the obvious difficulties the police were having with the caution at this stage, it is my view that the
police ought to have stopped the interview at that stage, and arranged for an interpreter to be present. Whilst it is true that it is not always necessary to have an interpreter present whenever an accused person's English is less fluent than that of the average white person of English decent (cf Rule  1 of the	Anunga			Rules,		but see Jimmy		Butler	(no.l) (1991)	57	A		Crim	R	451),	the	obvious	difficulties	the accused		was		having		repeating		back	in	his	own	words the effect of the caution ought to have prompted the police to obtain an interpreter.

It was forcefully submitted by Mr Davies for the Crown that the fact that the accused must have understood his right of silence and wished to speak to the police became obvious from the circumstances surrounding later cautions administered to him when tapes were being changed, and-the accused's more voluble discussion with the police at the  end of the record of interview when expressing his and  other Aboriginals' problems with alcohol. I have considered these matters, but in my opinion they  do not take the matter any further. Even if the accused finally understood the caution when it was explained to him on the last occasion in the record of interview, I do not consider that this proves that he understood it at any earlier time. To the extent that it may be suggested that at least
thereafter his confession was voluntary (an argument I do_..
I
not  accept) I would	exclude	it anyway on the grounds of·
lack of fairness to the accused. The fairness discretion empowers me to exclude a statement voluntarily made in circumstances where the accused shows on the balance of probabilities that it would be unfair to the accused to use his statement against him; unfairness is not concerned
so much with whether the police acted unfairly, but whether the accused's right to a fair trial would be jeopardised: see Van Der Meer v R (1988) 82 ALR 10 at 26. The remaining
part of the interview to rape,	although	it
 is not, if read alone, a confession implicates the accused	in that he
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admitted to taking an unidentified girl in a wheelchair out of the hospital at some unidentified time, and that he did the wrong thing. There are also a number of passages which refer to previous dealings with the police which would be difficult to edit out; yet these passages have a bearing on whether his statement to the police was reliable. The remaining part of the statement would have some probative value, yet contain prejudicial material which in my opinion would outweigh  its probative value. In those circumstances I am satisfied that in the exercise of my discretion  I ought not to admit the last part of the record of interview even if I was satisfied that that part was voluntary.

However as in my opinion the statements contained in the record of interview were not proven to be voluntary, it is unnecessary to canvass the unfairness discretion any further.
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